FENG SHUI
FENG SHUI is more than 3000 year- old Chinese Philosophy and art of placement. It is
means “wind and water” which claims to create spiritually, healthful and appealing home.
FENG SHUI is a balance of yin and yang- that is finding harmony between energy flows.
Practitioners believe that certain places are luckier, certain shapes are more conducive
to a balanced life, some symmetry are preferred over angles.
FENG SHUI popularity is alarmingly high. Developers, builders, home- owners are all
consulting FENG SHUI masters. Even Christians are affected and it deceives the elite,
intelligent, the rich and poor alike.
Let us consider several things about FENG SHUI:
It originated from the cultic practices of astrology, fortune telling, charms of the ancient
Eastern religions, and a mixture of science and superstition.
God alone has the Master Plan for the life of every person base on their personal
decisions as foreknown by God in the eternity past and included in the divine decree.
To trust FENG SHUI for your future health and wealth is to accept satanic lies and
human viewpoint.
FENG SHUI objects and charms looks harmless ad decorative but without knowing that
some pagan religions are actually using them as religious object of worship.
To display those icons is to invite the curse of God into your home.
FENG SHUI like any other icons has power supplied by Satan, whose demons attends
and ministers to their devotees.
FENG SHUI is a false hope and a false object of confidence for your wealth and health.
Nothing in this world can guarantee your good health and future except God.
It claims to provide somewhat perfect environment that provide good future. But not
even the perfect garden of Eden was able to guarantee good and healthy future.
Your good future begins at the very moment you believe and accept the free gift of
salvation and it continues in your spiritual growth and maturity.

No objects (like FENG SHUI fishes and plants) can create a happy and lasting marital
relationship. Good health and wealth comes from the justice of God through His grace
pipeline.
FENG SHUI designed porcelain jars and items (like frogs, horses) are all related to
ancient Chinese folk religion that dominates the Chinese culture.
FENG SHUI is a demonic cult dressed as science and philosophy. To many, it is
innocent and harmless looking.
Some FENG SHUI rituals and traditions are widely welcome without suspicion that they
are demonic (like the blood of animals or man offered during the digging of building
foundation –1 Cor. 10:20).
FENG SHUI is a booming business and a growing cult religion that is creeping the doors
of many homes undetected by ignorant believers.
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